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Was the pre-European Southwest a region of wild landscapes, shaped 
primarily by natural processes like lightning-ignited fire, or did people 
substantially mold tlkse lands into regional-scale artifacts through their 
use of fire and other means? Perspectives on this question have varied 
markedly through time and between scholars, as evident from the quotes 
interspersed through this chapter (see Box 5.1). As the American fron
tier closed around the turn of the nineteenth century, lightning was 
rarely considered a primary cause of fire, with most fires in western 
forests assumed to be human-ignited. Native Americans were thought to 
have been the primary source of burning in the Southwest until Euro
Americans usurped that role after ca. 1850. Today, lightning-ignited fire 
is widely acknowledged to be an ancient and essential ecological process 
in the American Southwest (Pyne 1995a:282-283; Swetnam and Baisan 

" 1996a; Bogan et al. 1998), for millennia structuring landscapes from
low-elevation desert grasslands to montane forests. However, because 
the Southwest has been home to people for more than 12,000 years, 
with large human populations for over 1,000 years (Plog et al. 1988), 
some scholars continue to assert the dominance of aboriginal burning in 
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144 Craig D. Allen

the fire regimes of this region (Dobyns 1981; Pyne 1995a, 1996, 1997).This essay focuses on the roles of lightning versus human ignitions inpre-1900 fire regimes of the upland forests and woodlands of the Southwest. Given the regional abundance of long-term paleoecological and archaeological information, the Southwest provides unique opportunities to assess the relative importance of both natural and cultural factorsin, the ecological history of fire (Swetnam et al. 1999). The American Southwest as discussed here is centered on Arizonaand New Mexico, extending into adjoining portions of Mexico, the Colorado Plateau in Utah and Colorado, and western Texas. The emphasisof this cliapter is on upland settings in the mountains and plateaus of thisregion, ranging from isolated mountain "sky islands" in the deserts ofnorthern Sonora to the extensive subalpine forests of the southernRocky Mountains in New Mexico. The forests and woodlands that cloakthe Southwestern uplands provide the most extensive and detailedregional-scale net\vork of fire history data available in the world (Swetnam and Baisan 1996a; Swetnam et al. 1999). I will give particular attention to the Jemez Mountains area in northern New Mexico (Figure 5.1),as this landscape exemplifies one of the most humanized portions of theprehistoric Southwest, with abundant fire history and land use information available. It is also the landscape I know and love best. Multiple lines of evidence contribute to the southwestern fire andland use histories used here (Allen et al. 1998; Swetnam .et al. 1999):

� 
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Figure 5. 1. Location of the
Jemez Mountains in New
Mexico. The box outlines the
area displayed in Figures 5.2,
5.4, and 5.5. 
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dendrochronological reconstructions of fire history, forest age struc
tures, and climate; charcoal from bogs and other sedimentary records; 
repeat photography; modern observations of lightning and fire activity; 
documentary archives; and a variety of data from archeological surveys 
and excavations. This review begins with a consideration of the natural 
history of fire in the Southwest, then addresses the role of humans in 
modifying the fire regimes of this region's landscapes. I assert that fre
quent fire is an intrinsic, natural feature of the uplands of the Southwest, 

' primarily driven by nonhuman factors such as climate, availability of sur-
. face fuels, and lightning ignitions. Modern claims of extensive aboriginal 
burning of southwestern landscapes are shown to be based upon broad 
overgeneralizations and uncritical extrapolations from a few historical 
reports of localized fire use. Yet within the overall regional context of 
generally natural fire regimes, people have significantly modified patterns 
of fire during particular times and in particular places. Since the ecolog
ical history of southwestern fire involves interactions among both natu
ral and cultural histories, generalizations about "pristine" versus 
"humanized" landscape conditions need to consider the particulars of 
variation in the relative effects of people through time and space. 

The Natural History of Fire in the Southwest 

Fire belongs in the mountain Southwest, and unless the 
peaks flatten, the monsoon evaporates, the seasons homog
enize, or tlie biota vanishes, those fires will continue. (Pyne 
1995a:295) 

The paleoecology of the southwestern United States, including records 
of fire occurrence, is documented as '.veil as for any region on Earth 
(Betancourt et al. 1990; Swetnam et al. 1999). Packrat middens (Van 
Devender and Spaulding 1979; Betancourt et al. 1990) and pollen 
deposits (R. S. Anderson 1993; Weng and Jackson 1999) show that 
modern climate/vegetation patterns basically developed in the South
west during the early Holocene, ca. 11,000 to 8,000 years ago. Sub
stantial fire activity apparently emerged in the Southwest during that 
time, as evidenced by the contemporaneous and rapid spread of fire
adapted ponderosa pine forests across the region (Anderson 1989) and 
by the abundant charcoal deposits found in lake and bog sediments 
(Petersen 1988; Brunner-Jass 1999; Weng and Jackson 1999). for 
example, Weng and Jackson ( 1999) link increases in tire activity to the 
establishment of ponderosa pine forests on the Kaibab Plateau between 
about 10,000 and 11,000 years ago, while charcoal sediments from 
Alamo Bog in the Jemez Mountains indicate essentially continuous fire 
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activity extending back to at least 8,000 years ago (Brunner-Jass 1999). 
Other evidence includes a regional network of dendrochronologically 
dated fire-scar chronologies that documents the patterns of frequent and 
extensive fire which have characterized most southwestern forests over at 
least the past 300 to 500 years (Swetnam and Baisan 1996a; Swetnam et 
al. 1999), while the fire suppression records ofland management agen-
cies provide a direct record of abundant fire activity during the twenti- <■ 1 

eth century (Barrows 1978; Snyderman and Allen 1997; Rollins et al. 
1999). It is apparent that the uplands of the Southwest have experienced 
widespread and recurrent fires for thousands of years. Although fire
using people were present in the Southwest throughout this time period, 
the dominant view among fire ecologists is that most of the regional pat
terns of fire occurrence across the prehistoric and historic Southwest are 
adequately explained by natural factors (Swetnam and Baisan 1996a), 
including an abundance of lightning ignitions (Barrows 1978) and 
receptive climate/fuel conditions (Swetnam and Betancourt 1998). 

A key feature of the southwestern environment that naturally fosters 
the occurrence of fire is a plentiful source of fire ignitions through high 
levels of lightning activity (Barrows 1978; Orville and Silver 1997). 
Convectional thunderstorms that generate lightning occur frequently in 

the Southwest, particularly during the summer monsoon season when 

warm temperatures and influxes of moist maritime air trigger near-daily 
cloud buildups over mountain areas. For example, 62 thunderstorm-
days per year are observed in the Jemez Mountains at Los Alamos (U.S. 
DOE 1979), generating large numbers of lightning strikes. An auto-
mated lightning detection system (Krider et al.·1980) recorded 165,117 
cloud-to-ground lightning strikes over a 775,554 ha area centered on 
the Jemez Mountains during the period 1985-1994. The annual num-
ber of recorded lightning strikes varied between 9,410 and 23,317 (see 

Figure 5.2 ). Although lightning activity clearly peaks during the summer 
monsoon (Figure 5.3), strikes were recorded in every month. Particu-
larly important for fire ignitions is the substantial lightning activity dur-
ing the warm, dry, foresummer months of April_ through June (Figure 

5.3), when many lightning strikes occur from sporadic storms or clouds 
generating only virga (rain that evaporates while falling and thus fails to 
reach the Earth's surface). These strikes are the most significant sources 
of fire ignition because lightning is much more likely to start a spread
ing fire if it strikes dry fuels. Because lightning ignitions are· so frequent 
and ubiquitous in the Southwest ( Barrows 1978 ), climate and fuel con
ditions are the main drivers of fire regime dynamics in this region (Swet-
nam and Betancourt 1990, 1998; Swetnam and Baisan 1996a). 

Patterns of precipitation variability in the Southwest favor frequent 
and extensive fire activity. The generally dry climate of this interior conti-
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Figure 5.2. Lightning strikes in the Jemez Mountains, 1986. Map of 23,317 light

ning strikes recorded across 775,554 ha in the Jemez Mountains area during 1986

by the national automated lightning detection system. The nominal resolution of 

the locational data is approximately 2 km. Surprisingly little difference in lightning

strike frequencies is evident across the 1,800-meter elevational gradient present in 

this field of view, which is also the same in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. 

nental region permits fuels to burn readily much of the yc;1r, especially 
during the warmer months of April through October (Barrows 1978). 
Dry seasons typically occur in the spring and fall between the winter 

period of cyclonic storms and the summer monsoon, witl1 most precipi
tation received during the monsoon (Figure 5.3). The spring dry season 
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Figure 5.3. Monthly patterns of lightning strikes, insolation, and precipitation in the Jemez Mountains area. Lightning data from 165,117 cloud-to-ground strikesduring 1985-1994 over 775,554 ha centered on the Jemez Mountains (Figure 5.2). Insolation and precipitation data for Los Alamos, New Mexico, from Bowen(1990). 

(April through June) is particularly conducive to fire activity due to thecommon persistence of drought throughout much of this period, thelong and warm days of this high-sun period, and the occurrence of lightning. While dry conditions are also common for multiweek periods in thefall, few natural ignitions occur at this time due to low levels of lightingactivity. Fall burning conditions are also constrained by the shorter daylengths, the cooler temperatures, and the interruRtion of dry spells bycyclonic storms. In addition, substantial variability 1n regional precipitation happens at annual and decadal time scales due to the El Ni110-Southern Oscillation phenomenon and other factors. This regionalized precipitation variability tends to synchronize fire activity and other disturbancesacross the Southwest, with the highest levels of fire activity occurring afterdry winters (Swetnam and Betancourt 1990, 1998). Dendrochronological reconstructions of climate show that these patterns of substantial precipitation variability, including severe and sustained droughts, have characterized the Southwest for at least the past 2,000 years (Dean andFunkhouser 1995; Meko et al. 1995; Grissino-Mayer 1996). Overall, theclimatic regime of recurrent dryness in the Southwest provides frequent
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and extended opportunities for the ignition and spread of fires. To the 
north, into southern Colorado and Utah, the distinctive climate of the 
Southwest grades into a colder and more continental pattern dominated 
by fall-to-spring moisture from cyclonic storms embedded in the polar 
front jet stream, without pronounced spring drought and with less light
ning activity (as a result, fire occurrence begins to shift from spring to 
midsummer, and natural fire frequencies decrease [ Brown et al. 1999 ]). 
To the south, down the continental spine of the Sierra Madre Occidental 
into Durango (Mexico), key fire-enhancing features of the southwestern 
climate remain evident, including the pattern of warm, dry spring condi
tions broken by the influx of lightning-yielding summer moisture from 
the tropics (Fule and Covington 1999). 

Fuel conditions in the Southwest also promote fire activity. The 
buildup of herbaceous and woody plant materials through plant growth 
and slow decay processes provides sufficient foci periodically to support 
spreading fires in most Southwestern ecosystems. However, fuel types 
( e.g., grass versus logs), quantities (tons/ha), flammabilities, and rates of 
buildup depend upon patterns of vegetation structure, productivity, and 
species composition-these vary considerably across the major topo
graphic, elcvational, and ecological gradients that characterize south
western landscapes ( cf. Bogan ct al. 1998 ). General zonational patterns 
can be discerned (Merriam 1890; Brown 1982): low-elevation grass
lands grade upslope into woodlands of pinyon ( Pin us edulis) and juniper 
Uuniperus) species, then into open pondcrosa pine (Pinus ponderosa) 
forests, then becom1:sdenscr forests of mixed-conifer species (including 
Pseudotsttga menziessi and Abies conco/or), ending with the high, cold, 
wet forests of spruce ( Picea engelmanni) and corkbarkfir ( A hies lasio
carpa var. arizonica), which in turn grade into subalpinc and alpine veg-· 
ctation on the highest peaks. The high frequency of spreading surface 
fires observed in the fire-scar record ( Swetnam and Baisan 1996a) indi
cates that fine foels (grasses and needle litter) have long been primary 
focls in many southwestern ecosystems. Prior to changes initiated by the 
heavy grazing of introduced sheep and cattle ( Leopold 1924; Cooper 
1960; Baisan and Swetnam 1997; Bogan et al. 1998 ), herbaceous under
stories dominated by perennial grasses were present from valley grass
lands up through pondcrosa pine forests and into many highland mixed
conifer forests. Herbaceous plants create fine-textured surface fuels that 
dry out quickly (hours to days), particularly when exposed to sun and 
wind in open forest settings; as a result such fuels arc often in suitable 
condition to burn. Since fire-adapted perennial grasses and herbs regen
erate rapidly afrer fire, fuel quantities and continuities can often recover 
sufficiently to allow fire to recur in just a tcw years. Similarly, the needle 
litter from long-needled ponderosa pine trees dries out quickly, contains 
highly flammable tcrpenoid compounds, and rebuilds a surface litter 
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cover within 3 to 7 years of removal as senescent needles drop from the 
trees-all characteristics that support high-frequency surface fires. 

The factors of ignition, climate, and fuels combine to create a 
regional pattern where fire frequencies are greatest at the middle eleva
tions along montane topographic gradients in the upper ponderosa pine 
zone (Swetnam and Baisan 1996a). Since high fire frequencies feed back 
to maintain relatively open forest structures that favor persistent herba
ceous ground cover and long-needled ponderosa pines, these conditions 
generally co-occurred in the Southwest. At lower elevations ( e.g., 
pinyon-juniper woodlands) herbaceous productivity declines due to drier 
conditions, thereby reducing fuel continuities and increasing the time 

needed for fuels to recover between fires. In contrast, vegetation pro
ductivity is enhanced at higher elevations, but the cooler, moister climate 

is only suitable for burning during shorter time windows, resulting in 
less frequent and patchier fires, denser mixed-conifer and spruce-fir 
forests, stifled herbaceous understories, and the dominance of slower
drying woody fuels (including the more compacted and less flammable 
litter of these shorter-needled conifers). 

Twentieth-century records of fire suppression efforts illustrate the fire
prone nature of southwestern ecosystems. During the period 1960-1975, 
80 percent of the fires on the national forests of Arizona and New Mex
ico were ignited by lightning, averaging 1,873 lightning fires per year 
(ranging from 1,184 to 2,841) for the highest rate of lightning fire igni
tion in the United States (Barrows 1978); for all protected private, state, 
and federal lands the regional average was 2,371 lightning fires per year. 
In southwestern national forests between 1940 and 1975, more than 
1,000 lightning fires occurred during all but two fire seasons, 1941 and 
1955; 187 lightning fires were ignited on the Gila National Forest alone 

in a 7-day period in 1974 (Barrows 1978:34). Area burned by lightning
caused wildfires peaks in June before the onset of the summer rains, 
although lightning ignitions are at a maximum in July (Barrows 1978). 
Southwestern fire activity is generally enhanced by drought (Barrows 
1978; Rollins et al. 1999), with higher levels o(regionally synchronized 
fire activity occurring in dry La Nina years (Swetnam and Betancourt 
1990, 1998). Fires would have repeatedly burned across widespread por
tions of the Southwest during the twentieth century if these numerous 
lightning-ignited fires had not been vigorously suppressed by fire-fighting 
actions. Fuel availability has become less of a limiting factor in recent 
decades due to the landscape-wide buildups of woody fuels associated 
with a century of fire suppression ( Covington et al. 1997; Bogan et al. 
1998 ). As a result the frequency and severity of wildfire activity (includ
ing lightning-ignited fires) has been escalating despite increasing human 
suppression efforts, as the mean number of lightning fires per year in the 

Southwest grew by more than 50 percent from 1940 to 1975 (Barrows 

l 
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1978); the mean annual acreage burned in the Southwest has increased

continuously since ca. 1960 (Swetnam and Betancourt 1998); and unnat

ural stand-replacing conflagrations like the 1977 La Mesa Fire (Allen

1996a) and the 2000 Cerro Grande Fire are occurring more often in

overdense ponderosa pine forests (Covington and Moore 1994). 

These regional patterns of twentieth-century fire activity are also appar

ent in the suppression records from the Jemez Mountains (Figure 5.4).

The point locations of 4,487 wildfires recorded between 1909 and 1996
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Figure 5.4. Point locations of historic fires in the Jemez Mountains, 1 909-1996.

Point locations of 4,487 historic wildfires in the Je.mez Mountains, 1 909-1 996, 

compiled from the administrative records ofland management agencies (Snyder

man and Allen 1 997). The shaded analysis area covers 380,691 ha. The gridlike 

pattern results from a subset of the data that were recorded only to the nearest sec

tion corner. Person-caused fires cluster near major roadways, campgrounds, habita-

tions, and other human use areas. 
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across a 380,691 ha area in the Jemez Mountains, compiled from an array 
of administrative records (Snyderman and Allen 1997), suggest a high fre
quency of lightning fires in the most flammable vegetation types. Light
ning caused 68 percent of the fires, with human ignitions clustered about 
roadway s, campgrounds, habitations, and other human use areas. Area 

burned is greatest in June, while July records the most lightning-fire igni
tions, consistent with local lightning occurrence and precipitation data 

(Figure 5.3). In contrast, area burned by management-ignited "pre
scribed" fires is greatest in the fall after the end of the summer monsoon, 
when conditions are often dry enough to sustain fire but controllability is 
greater than in the spring. Note that this record of modern fire occurrence 

in the Jemez Mountains is certainly conservative and substantially under
estimates the actual occurrence of fire during this time period, as many 
small fires were likely never reported ( especially prior to ca. 1945) and the 

database is riddled with multiple large gaps where data are obviously 
incomplete or missing (Snyderman and Allen 1997). For example, it is 

visually apparent that the greatest concentration of lightning fires is 

recorded in the southeastern· flank of the Jemez Mountains at Bandelier 

National Monument (Figure 5.4), where a more complete administrative 

record of fires since 1934 has survived (yet even the Bandelier record lacks 
any data for 9 y ears since 1941 ). The Bandelier fire record indicates a per 
ha rate of lightning fire ignitions five times greater than the Jemez Moun
tains-wide data, reflecting the incompleteness of the overall Jemez record. 
Still, consistent patterns emerge from the large total number of fires in 

these records. From 1934 to 1997, lightning caused 341 fires at Bandelier 

(86 percent of all wildfires), with ignitions peaking in July and higher lev
els of fire activity occurring in dry y ears (Foxx and Potter 1978 ). Light
ning ignited at least one fire per 2,134 ha per y ear during this period at 

Bandelier, with the greatest frequency of fires occurring in ponderosa pine 

forests at mid-elevations. Many of these fires would have spread widely in 
the absence of suppression efforts. The data from Bandelier, moreover, are 

not unique: despite a variety of problems with the completeness of fire sup
pression records, high levels of lightning-ignited fire are clearly observed 

in the modern landscapes of the Southwest (Barrows 1978; Snyderman 
and Allen 1997). 

The extensive regional network of fire-scar chronologies (Fule and 

Covington 1996; Swetnam and Baisan 1996a, 1996b; Touchan et al. 
1996; Abolt 1997; Baisan and Swetnam 1997; Fule et al. 1997; Allen et 

al. 1998; Kaib 1998; Kaufmann et al. 1998; Morino et al. 1998; Wolf 
and Mast 1998; Fule et al. 2000; Swetnam et al. 2001) provides a pre
cisely dated, multicentury perspective on fire regimes in the .Southwest 

that is strikingly consistent with modern observations of lightning
caused wildfire activity. While substantial variability existed in pre-1900 
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fire regimes (Swetnam and Baisan 1996a), high-frequency, low-intensity

surface fires were common in the Southwest, with the shortest intervals 

between fires found in mid-elevation ponderosa pine forests. Extensive

fire activity was often recorded in the same y ear across landscape and 

regional scales, indicating that fires spread widely in the absence of active 

human suppression and artificial fuelbreaks like livestock trails and road 

networks (Allen et al. 1998; see also http://biology.usgs.gov/ltthna/

chap9.htm/). The absence of spreading fires in consecutive y ears from 

stand-scale fire histories in the Southwest indicates that rates of foe!

recovery were one constraint on maximum fire frequencies. The land

scape context of topographic and fuel conditions could enhance or 

inhibit the spread of fire into particular stands ( Swetnam and Baisan 

1996b). 
Climate variability acted to sy nchronize regional fire activity, as major 

fire y ears were clearly associated with drought conditions, while wet 

periods recorded little fire activity (Swetnam and Betancourt 1990). The

most extensive fire activity in ponderosa pine forests occurred in dry 

y ears that followed within 1 to 3 y ears of wet conditions; this pattern of

major fire y ears suggests the importance of both fuel production and fuel

moisture in these fire regimes, with antecedent wet conditions stimulat

ing the buildup of continuous fuels and subsequent drought conditions 

enabling the fuels to burn widely. The common occurrence of persistent 

drought conditions in the Southwest likely allowed some fires to burn 

for months, patentially allowing even a few ignitions to cause extensive

fire activity. The importance of climate in determining southwestern fire 

regimes is higtiff ghted by evidence from fire-scar chronologies of

respanses to climate variations at annual, decadal, and centennial time 

scales (Swetnam and Baisan 1996a; Swetnam and Betancourt 1998;

Grissino-Mayer and Swetnam 2000).

In most cases the seasonality of fire occurrence can be inferred by the 

relative position of a fire scar within the annual growth rings (Baisan and

Swetnam 1990). The regional patterns of fire seasonality developed from

prehistoric fire scars and modern fire records are generally indistinguish

able (Swetnam et al. 2001 ), indicating that prehistoric fires occurred

during the same seasons as modern lightning-ignited fires-predomi

nantly in the spring and summer (Grissino-May er and Swetnam 2000).

Unusual patterns of "excess" fall fires have been found in fire-scar histo

ries only for brief time periods at a few localities (e.g., Secklecki et al.

1996). 
Overall, regional fire-scar chronologies .show that pre-1900 fire 

regimes in upland forests were characterized by frequent, widespread 

fires that favored the open forest stand structures and abundant herba

ceous vegetation that have been well documented across the Southwest
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by early photographs, historical writings, early land surveys, and den
drochronological reconstructions of stand conditions (Weaver 1951; 
Cooper 1960; Bahre 1991; Covington and Moore 1994; Fule et al. 
1997; Allen et al. 1998; Kaufmann et al. 1998; Swetnam et al. 1999). At 
higher elevations and in more mesic forests, surface fire regimes became 
patchier and increasingly mixed with more intense fires occurring at 
longer return intervals (Grissino-Mayer et al. 1995; Touchan et al. 1996; 
Romme et al. 1999b), eventually grading into the (little-studied) stand
replacing fire regimes that apparently characterized subalpine spruce-fir 

forests in the absence of spreading surface fires. Historic records, syn
chronous fire-scar dates from canyon forest stringers linked by semi
desert grasslands, and ecological inferences suggest a substantial role for 
fire prior to the late 1800s in some lowland ecosystems in the Southwest 
(e.g., Humphrey 1974; Bahre 1991; Archer 1994; Swetnam et al. 
2001 ). In contrast, ecosystems where fires were apparently scarce include 

deserts and some subalpine and alpine communities. 
The fire-scar record from the Jemez Mountains (Allen 1989; Allen et 

al. 1996; Touchan et al. 1996; Morino et al. 1998) is consistent with 
regional patterns. Dendrochronologically dated fire-scar collections have 

been made from forty-two localities in and adjoining the Jemez Moun
tains (Figure 5.5 ), with more than 4,000 pre-1900 fire-scar dates deter
mined from more than 600 sampled trees, snags, logs, and stumps. Fire 
dates extend back to A.O. 1422. Sampled forest types and landscape set
tings range from low-elevation stands of ponderosa pine intermixed with 
semiarid pinyon and juniper woodlands up to high-elevation montane 
forests dominated by Engelmann spruce. The Jemez Mountains fire-scar 
chronologies show that high-frequency fire (with mean return intervals 
of 6 to 15 years) characterized the pre-1900 fire regimes at most sites 
(Touchan et al. 1996), with maximum frequencies found in upper-ele
vation ponderosa pine stands (e.g., Figure 5.6). Fire activity commonly 
occurred over extensive areas (Figure 5.5; Allen et al. 1998 ); for exam
ple, watershed-wide fires occurred approximately every 16 years across 
the IS-km-long Frijoles watershed in Bandclier (Allen 1989). Stand
level fire frequencies were affected by topograpqic features that would 
inhibit or enhance the spread of fires into the site from the larger sur
rounding landscape ( e.g., reduced frequencies where rocky cliffs act as 
isolating barriers, versus greater frequencies on the upper portions of a 
large smooth plateau slope), indicative of natural controls on -fire regimes 
(Allen and Snyderman 1997). Years with extensive fire activity were tied 
to dry conditions in all forest types, with lagged relationships to wet 
years in ponderosa pine forests (Touchan et al. 1996 ). The fire-scar sea
sonality data show that most prehistoric fire scars in the Jemez Moun
tains formed during the dry spring and early summer months (about 94 
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Figure 5.5. Jemez Mountains, extent of fires in 1748. Map of fire-scar sample site

locations in the Jemez Mountains, showing the extent of widespread fires in 1748.

Sites where at least 10 percent of the sampled trees recorded a fire in 1748 are 

shown as burned. Three clusters of sites in the northern Jemez Mountains area are

labeled: CON (Continental Divide), MEP (Mesa Prieta), and CPE (Cerro Peder

nal). Also marked is Monument Canyon (MCN) in the south. 

percent formed by July), and fall fires were rare (Allen 1989 and unpub

lished data; Touchan and Swetnam 199 5). Abundant fire activity dearly

was a major determinant of ecosystem patterns and processes in the pre-

1990 landscape of the Jemez Mountains (Allen 1989; Touchan et al.

l 996; Morino et al. l 998). As elsewhere in the Southwest, the surface 

fire regimes collapsed by ca. 1900 at most sites in the Jemez area (Fig-
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Figure 5.7. Composite fire-scar chronologies from four site}, Jemez Mountains . Each of the four labeled horizontal lines represents the composite fire chronology from a different site ( labels match Figure 5 .5 ), and the vertical bars are the fire datesrecorded by at least 10 percent of the fire-scarred trees within that site. Fire frequency patterns before ca. 1600 are reduced by small sample sizes (cf. �igure 5.6).

ures 5.6 and 5.7), due to the effects of domestic grazing on fuel availability and human suppression activities ( described below in the sectiontitled Historic Human Effects on Southwestern Fire Regimes). Overall, the patterns oflightning-ignited fire observed in the modern
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landscapes of the Southwest are strikingly consistent with, and generally 
sufficient to explain, the prehistoric and historic fire regimes indicated by 
the fire-scar record. This natural history of frequent lightning-ignited 
fires in most upland ecosystems, modulated by climate and fuel condi
tions, provides the context against which potential human alteration of 
southwestern fire regimes though time and space must be assessed. 

The Cultural History of Fire in the Southwest 

The natural history of southwestern fires overlaps with a history of 
human occupancy. The two worlds of nature and people interact to give 
a history of southwestern landscapes. 

Prehistoric Human Effects on Southwestern Fire Regimes 
(11,000 B.C.-A.D. 1600) 

That extraordinary fire load is not simply a product of nat
ural processes. For millennia humans have busily restruc
tured the geography and seasonality of Southwestern fire
sometimes complementing and sometimes countering the 
natural order. Lightning had to compete not only with rain 
but with aboriginal firesticks. Human inhabitants added 
other sources of ignition in the service of hunting, raiding, 
foraging, and horticulture, and as an inadvertent by-prod
uct of a se4FSOnal nomadism whose routes became trails of 
smoke from camp fires, signal fires, and escaped fires of 
diverse origins. (Pyne 1995a:284) 

The American Southwest has a long record of occupation by humans 
(Cordell 1997), the fire-using species (Pyne 1995a), extending back to 
the Clovis Paleoindian sites that document Native American presence 
here for more than 11,000 years. These first known people of the South
west were apparently big-game hunters who likely moved frequently as 
they pursued their primary food resources. Their small populations and 
mobile way of lite likely caused few lasting changes to regional ecosys
tems, although it is possible that these early hunters contributed to the 
extinction of the "Pleistocene megafauna" through overhunting (Martin 
and Klein 1984 ), which indirectly had substantial ecological effects. 
Paleoindian use of fire to manipulate southwestern landscapes is possible 
(e.g., as a hunting method), but entirely speculative at this point. "It is 
difficult to reconstruct the impact of early humans, whose firesticks coin
cided with the colossal climatic fluctuations that ended the last ice age" 
(Pyne 1995a:294). 
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With the development of foraging lifeways during the Archaic period 
(ca. 5500 to 500 B.c.), hunting and gathering by small, mobile groups 

of people became the norm. The primary ecological effects of these peo
. pie were likely localized, with frequent movements allowing any over
harvested resources to recover. Based upon cross-cultural surveys of fire 
use by hunting and gathering societies in the western United States and 
the rest of the world, Fish ( 1996) has suggested that Archaic peoples of 
the Southwest may have made substantial use of fire to modify vegeta
tion, although direct supporting evidence is absent. 

By ca . 2000 B.c., culi:igens from Mexico (e.g., maize) initially appear 

in the Southwest, beginning the slow transition toward sedentary agri
cultural societies with higher populations. With increasing reliance on 
agriculture, human populations and societal complexity increased, as did 
their ability to modify landscapes to support their growing resource 
demands. By ca. A.D. 800, substantial human populations had developed 

across much of the Southwest; population growth in the Colorado 
Plateau area accelerated (Euler 1988); and evidence of human effects on 

at least local environments can be discerned in various paleorecords 

(Plog et al. 1988), such as in the Dolores River Valley of southwestern 
Colorado (Kohler and Mathews 1988). By ca. A.D. 1100, large popula
tions of sedentary agriculturalists were found across the Southwest, 
including the Hohokam irrigators of the Arizona desert river valleys, the 

Mogollon of the Mogollon Rim uplands (e.g., Mimbres), and the 

Anasazi of the Colorado Plateau (e.g., the Chaco region and Mesa 
Verde). Anasazi (ancestral Puebloan) occupations were focussed on 

pinyon-juniper ecosystems, which occur widely across the upland mesas, 
plateaus, and mountain footslopes of the Four Corners region. With the 

decline of the Chacoan system in the I I 00s and the general abandon
ment of the Colorado Plateau by the late 1200s, these ancestral 
Puebloan populations largely shifted toward the northern Rio Grande 

valley, including the Jemez Mountains. Throughout the late prehistoric 

period (A.D. 1200-1600) the northern Rio Grande region was the cen
ter oflarge Puebloan populations; at the time of European settlement in 
A.D. 1 598, the Pueblo world consisted of about I 00,000 people associ
ated with about 100 communities (Schroeder 1992 ). While greatly
reduced over the next several centuries by diseases and other impacts of
the Spanish Entrada, their descendants are the modern Puebloan peoples 

who continue to live in this region (Hopi, Zuni, and the numerous 

pueblos of the northern Rio Grande watershed). Most of these contem
porary communities have been occupied since before European contact.
In addition, unknown numbers of more nomadic peoples were. present
in the Southwest by the 1400s, including the ancestors of the modern
Utes, Paiutes, Navajos, and Apaches (Towner 1997).
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The Jemez Mountains contain much evidence of large Anasazi pop

ulations. For example, Bandelier National Monument (Figure 5.5) may

have the highest density of cultural resource sites in the entire National

Park Service system, with over 2,400 archeological sites recorded from

the approximately 6,500 hectares inventoried to date (Powers and

Orcutt 1999, unpublished data at Bandelier National Monument). Site 

densities are greatest in the pinyon-juniper and lower ponderosa pine 

zones. Intensive utilization of the Bandelier landscape by ancestral 

Puebloans occurred during the period A.D. 1150-1550, with estimated 

populations of between 1,000 and 3,500 people across some 10,000 ha 

during the period A.D. 1225-1450 (Bracker 1996; Orcutt 1999). Simi

lar densities of late prehistoric archeological sites are found around much 

of the Jemez country, including several dozen huge communal pueblos 

(1,000-3,000 rooms) in the Chama and Jemez River drainages (Elliott

1993; Anschuetz 1998). 

Human populations of this magnitude and extent could substantially

modify their environment in many ways (Butzer 1990; Denevan 1992;

Spoerl and Ravesloot 1995; Fish 1996), including through the use of

fire. Since southwestern agriculturalists like the Anasazi utilized about 

0 .5 ha per person per year to raise staple foods (Kohler et al. 1996; Tri

erweiler 1990), large areas were farmed to raise staple foods, with abun

dant archeological evidence still visible today of agricultural terraces,

cobble mulch gardens, and even irrigation infrastructure (Doolittle 

1992; Periman 1996; Anschuetz 1998). The broad extent of prehistoric

agricultural influence in landscapes like the Pajarito Plateau ( on the east

ern flank of the Jevfez Mountains) is also indicated by the abundance of

"field houses" found dispersed across potential agricultural areas, as 

these small structures (one to ten rooms) were probably used seasonally

for purposes that included tending crops. Wood scarcities likely devel

oped over extensive areas as the Anasazi and other farmers overharvested 

pinyon-juniper woodlands to meet their substantial needs for cleared

agricultural land, firewood for cooking and winter heating, and building

materials. Evidence of deforestation has been detected from such areas

as Mesa Verde (Wyckoff 1977) and Dolores in southwestern Colorado

(Kohler and Matthews 1988), Chaco Canyon (Samuels and Betancourt

1982; Betancourt et al. 1986), and Bandelier (Huber and Kohler 1993;

Allen, in review). The shifting of agricultural field locations through 

time, and the frequent relocations of human populations at local and 

regional scales ( Euler 1988 ), amplified the total area affected by these

cultural activities. 
While significant land-altering activities surely occurred near human 

settlements, anthropogenic effects at more expansive landscape and 

regional scales are less certain, particularly in mountain areas remote
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from permanent habitations. We know that aboriginal southwesterners 
certainly were capable of utilizing remote resources, such as transporting 
thousands of logs more than 75 km from mountain source areas to 
"great houses" in Chaco Canyon (Betancourt ct al. 1986). Another 
indication of extensive human influence is the evidence that populations 

of large mammals, particularly elk, may have been depleted over broad 
areas by prehistoric southwestern hunters (Lang and Harris 1984; 
Osborn 1993; Allen 1996b; cf. Kay 1994; Martin and Szuter 1999). 

How might the various aboriginal peoples of the Southwest have 

modified fire regimes in the late prehistoric period (ca. A.D. 
1200-1600)? Since prehistoric documentation of specific burning prac
tices does not exist, most of our perspectives about the effects of early 
Indian burning in the Southwest must be inferred from indirect lines of 
evidence ranging from archeological and paleoccological information to 

historic accounts of aboriginal fire use (cf Fish 1996; Kaib 1998). 
Although an extensive ethnographic literature describes cultural uses of 
fire by Native Americans from many regions of North America (Hough 
1926; Stewart 1951, 1955, 1956, 1963; Day 1953; Lewis 1973, 1985; 
Sauer 1975; Barrett and Arno 1982; Boyd 1986; M. K. Anderson 1993, 
1996; Gottesfeld 1994; Clark and Royall 1995; Pyne 1997; Williams 
1997, 2000; Delcourt and Delcourt 1998; Bonnicksen 2000), relatively 
little information exists for the Southwest (but see the thorough review 

of fire use .in Apacheria by Kaib [ 19981). General reasons given for 
Indian burning in North America (Pyne 1997; Kaib 1998; Williams 
2000) include hunting, crop management, improvement of plant 
growth and yield, insect collection, pest management, fireproofing areas, 
warfare and signaling, clearing areas for travel, and felling trees. The sub
stantial Native American populations of the prehistoric Southwest may 
have used fire for all these purposes, (Dobyns 1981; Bahre 1991; Pyne 
1997), but a paucity of region-specific data renders speculative most of 
our conclusions about the effects of aboriginal burning at landscape 
scales (areas at least several kilometers in extent). 

Yet some scholars have painted a region-wide picture of substantial 
aboriginal burning effects by extrapolating broadly from a few historical 
anecdotes and statements of questionable authority or accuracy ( cf. For
man and Russell 1983). For example, influential overviews by Cooper 
(1960:138) and Pyne (1995a:284-285, 1987:519) extensively quote 
Holsinger ( 1902) ( see Box 5 .1) as important evidence for widespread 
Indian burning in the Southwest, even though the Holsinger article ( l) 
cites no evidence for its assertions of Native Americans as primary 
sources of fire ignition; (2) dearly views fire as a negative influence that 
degraded forest cover and thereby worked against a utilitarian vision of 
preserving desired watershed conditions; (3) emphasized fire as unnatu-
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BOX 5.1. Varied perspectives on the cause of early fires in the

Southwest. 

"These prehistoric aborignes [ sic 1 must have exerted a marked int1u-

ence upon the vegetation of the country. Their fires, and those of the 

historic races, unquestionably account for the open condition of the 

forests . ... From Puget Sound to the Gulf of California these strange

people rambled at will, but their abiding place was ... in the south

west. The extensive ruins indicate that they inhabited the fringe, so

to speak, of the forests which, like vanguards, were working their way

down from the mountain tops to the plains. The most potent and

powerful weapon in the hands of these aborigines was the firebrand.

It was alike used to capture the deer, the elk, and the antelope, and

also to rout or vanquish the enemy. It cleared their mountain trail and

destroyed the cover in which their quarry rook refuge .... How far

the occupancy of the prehistoric and historic tribes has retarded the

progress of foresting it is impossible to say, but it must have been no

small factor .. .. Were it not for the long Indian occupancy and the

ravages of fire incident to their habitancy, vast territories now barren

desert wastes might be covered with a forest growth." (Holsinger 

1902:23, 24) 
"Given the high incidence of lightning-caused fires, reliably docu-

mented by modern data, the relative importance of fires set by Indi-

ans is probably moot. " (Rahre 1991:128) 

"Under aboriginal rule, fine fuels blossomed, and the Southwest

burned easilyand often. Lightning and firesrick competed to see

which would burn a particular site or in what season." (Pyne 

1995a:285) 

ral and thus preventable, displaying an obvious bias toward blaming all

fires, past and present, on people, particularly Indians; and ( 4) primarily,

though loosely, focuses on undocumented ancient burning practices of

southwestern Native Americans who left obvious architectural ruins 

(e.g., the Anasazi), rather than Apaches or other contemporary historic

tribes. Cooper (1960:138) indicates that "There is abundant evidence

that Indians were responsible for many fires," but the sources that he

cites convey largely hearsay claims of Indian burning in the Southwest.

Pyne's footnotes ( 1995a:359-360, 1997:615) indicate only a tew other 

anecdotal sources that hardly provide solid support for his assertions that 

prehistoric Native American burning was important in the Southwest .

The fact is that archaeological, anthropological, and historic sources con-
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tain little evidence for widespread anthropogenic alteration of prehistoric fire regimes in the Southwest. For example, consider the use of fire for prehistoric agricultural pur
poses in the Southwest, where new plots were likely cleared and prepared
using fire (Wyckoffl977). Indians also may have burned to enhance the productivity of a variety of favored wild resources ( M. K Anderson
1993, 1996), such as herbs with edible seeds in pinyon-juniper woodlands (Sullivan 1992 ). These probable uses of fire represent the potential for abundant wildfire starts to have occurred from human ignitions,given the dependence of large prehistoric human populations on agriculture in this region, the shifting nature of their enterprises, and theprobability that some fires escaped from human control. Petersen(1988:101) suggests that high charcoal concentrations dating to aboutA.D. 900 in a bog at 3,060 m elevation in the La Plata Mountains ofsouthwestern Colorado are due to charcoal influx from Anasazi land uses(presumably agriculture-related fire in the adjoining valleys), althoughnatural forest fires might be a more plausible explanation. Fish (1996)suggests that prehistoric agriculturalists in southeastern Arizona wouldhave carefully controlled or avoided burning practices in their zones ofintensive settlement, agriculture, and fuelwood procurement in order toprotect residences, crops, and fuel supplies. These rationales to constrainthe application of fire are equally valid elsewhere in the Southwest.Localized burning by agriculturalists may have caused little change in the natural fire regimes of extensive upland areas. Similarly, the use of fire as a hunting strategy is commonly presentedas a potential means by which fire regimes could have been altered acrossbroad areas by aboriginal peoples (Stewart 1956), including prehistoricsouthwesterners ( Holsinger 1902; Cooper 1960; Dobyns 1981 ).Cabeza de Vaca's early description of Indian fire use from southeastern Texas in the 1520s is often quoted in support of this idea: "(They J firethe plains and forests within reach with brands, both to drive the mosquitoes away and at the same time drive lizards and like things from theearth to eat. They also kill deer [ antelope J by encircling fires; deprivedof pasturage, the animals are forced to seek it where the Indians may trapthem" (Cabeza de Vaca, in Covey 1993). The idea that western Indiansextensively used fire in hunting has been widely asserted by many influential people, ranging from John Wesley Powell (1890, "Before thewhite man came the natives systematically burned over the forest landswith each recurrent year as one of their great hunting economies") andAldo Leopold (1920, "As is well known to all old-timers, the Indian fired the forests with the deliberate intent of confusing and concentrating the game so as to make hunting easier") to Stephen Pyne (1987:74,"Of all Indian uses for fire, the most widespread was probably the most
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ancient: fire for hunting"). However, in the Southwest the idea of land
scape-scale hunting fires is based upon an insubstantial foundation of 
minimal documentation. For example,· although Pyne (1987:519) 
specifically propagates the view of extensive Apache fire use in the South
west for purposes that included hunting, an extremely thorough review 
of Apache fire use in the U.S./Mexico-borderlands portion of the 
Southwest finds only evidence for localized fire use for small game 
drives, not widespread fire-drive hunting (Kaib 1998:140). While Kaib's 
review documents that historic-era Apaches certainly used fire for a vari
ety of other purposes ( most significantly warfare), he emphasizes that 
they had good reasons and sufficient skills to control the spread of most 
fires. Fish ( 1996) also downplays the idea of extensive burning by pre
historic southwestern hunters, as it would work against "attracting and · 
concentrating game in a precise, predictable location for hunters," 
defeating the supposed aboriginal purpose. Primary evidence for land
scape-scale burning for hunting purposes is nearly nonexistent in the 
Southwest, and supporting rationales are weak. 

A lack of archeological or ethnographic evidence on aboriginal use of 
fire is similarly apparent in the Jemez Mountains area, despite an overall 
wealth of archaeological information (e.g., Powers and Orcutt 1999) 
and the continuity of relatively intact native Puebloan cultural traditions 
since prehistoric times (Henderson and Harrington 1914; Harrington 
1916; Robbins et al. 1916). For example, a detailed "Ethnographic Lit
erature Search and Consultation" to document traditional Indian uses of 
the cultural and natural resources of Bandelier National Monument 
uncovered no trlformation on fire use (Levine and Merlan 1997). Sur
prisingly little information is available on cultural uses of fire by ancestral 
Puebloan peoples ( c[ Hough 1926). 

Overall, the archeological and ethnographic evidence in the South
west supports the notion that human-set fires likely enhanced prehistoric 
fire frequencies in localized areas, as fire-using people were present 
throughout the region. However, there is little evidence of landscape
scale burning practices in the Southwest, as aboriginal peoples likely 
emphasized "controlled rather than comprehensive [i.e., broadcast] uses 
of fire" (Fish 1996 ). There arc severe limitations on our ability to reli
ably infer the prehistoric ecological effects of cultural fire use from 
anthropological information sources alone in a region where the rate of 
natural fire occurrence is so high. Assertions that emphasize aboriginal 
burning as a major ecological process in the Southwest arc largely based 
upon overgeneralized amplifications of anecdotal information or biased 
and unsubstantiated statements in historical writings. 

However, another emerging source of evidence exists-the detailed 
temporal and spatial records of past fire activity contained in den-
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drochronologically dated fire-scar chronologies may provide indicationsof aboriginal burning during certain periods in particular southwesternlocalities. Although relatively few fire-scar chronologies have beendeveloped that overlap documented prehistoric human use areas in bothtime and space, those that exist provide opportunities to test somehypotheses about prehistoric Indian burning, to see if a signal of humanburning can be distinguished. For example, Fish ( 1996) suggests that"cultural practices could have accelerated vegetational responses byintroducing fire in seasons of low natural ignition and by increasing frequencies to the extent that fuel buildups allowed," while Pyne (2000)asserts that "Anthropogenic (human-caused) fire comes with a differentseasonal signature and frequency than natural fire." Clues of humaninfluences on the fire regime recorded in a fire-scar chronology mightinclude periods with unusual patterns of fire frequency, stand-level firesynchroneity, fire seasonality, or decreased correlation with climatic conditions (Baisan and Swetnam 1997; Swetnam et al. 2001), providing thepotential for linkages to documented patterns of human land use. Forexample, fire-scar chronologies from two sites in the mountains nearAlbuquerque display early periods (1500s to 1680) with frequent, patchy fires and inconsistent fire-climate relationships that indicate thepossibility that local Native Americans were starting fires in these area.sduring this time (Baisan and Swetnam 1997). In the Jemez Mountainsarea, chronologies from the three northernmost clusters of sit�s display patchy, frequent fires in the late 1500s and early 1600s that may reflectenhanced ignition rates by protohistoric people (Figure 5.7). For example, the Continental Divide cluster of sites (Figure 5.5) shows high firefrequencies and less synchronous fire dates in the period prior to 1750(Figure 5.7), and fire-climate relationships are weaker here than at anyother site sampled so far in the Jemez Mountains (Touchan et al. 1995;Allen et al., unpublished data). Perhaps these fire scars record excessignitions by early Navajos around this area before their acquisition ofsubstantial numbers of sheep disrupted surface fire frequencies in thisdry ponderosa pine/pinyon-juniper transition area (Touchan et al. 1995,1996). In these cases the fire-scar record does provide limited evidenceof possible aboriginal alteration of southwestern fire �egimes fo the lateprehistoric to early historic period. Still, these unusual site histories belie the consistency of the generalpatterns found in fire-scar chronologies at all scales across the Southwest(Swetnam and Baisan 1996a; Swetnam et al. 1999). Climate relationships are strong and persistent at most fire-scar chronology sites.Although pre-1900 fire regimes were dynamic, most chronologies arelike Monument Canyon (Figure 5.6), showing no.obvious fire frequencychanges across the late prehistoric to early historic divide despite the
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continued occupation of Jemez Puebloan peoples near this forested 
highland site until as late as ca. 1620, when the Spanish forcibly reset
tled them in the adjoining Jemez Valley (Elliott 1993). Similarly, early 
fire-scar chronologies from other areas near prehistoric or historic 
Puebloan communities (e.g., the Frijoles watershed in Bandelier, near 
Cochiti and San Ildefonso Pueblos, and Gallina Mesa near Santa Clara 
and San Juan Pueblos) also do not show higher fire frequencies in the 
late prehistoric or early historic eras (Touchan et al. 1996; Allen et al., 
unpublished data). Although fire-scar sample sizes are generally small for 
prehistoric time periods, in the Jemez Mountains alone there are cur
rently six fire-scar chronologies with earliest fire dates in the 1400s and 
six more with initial dates between A.D. 1503 and 1601. lf human burn
ing was an important ignition source, one would expect to see declines 
in fire frequencies in the early historic period with decreased Puebloan 
use of the mountains, but most fire chronologies in the Jemez Moun
tains show no sustained decline in fire frequencies from ca. 1600 to 1850 
(although perhaps increased use of the mountains by Navajo and 
Apaches added a compensatory set of new aboriginal ignition sources). 

The fire-scar record can be used to directly test some claims about 
Indian burning practices. For example, Lewis (1985:76) expansively 
asserts that "there are four general considerations used by hunter-gath
erers that distinguish their fire regimes from natural ones: the seasonal
ity of burning, the frequency with which fires are set, the intensity of 
fires, and the selection of preferred sites. These .. . considerations are 
shown from North American Indians across a broad range of habitats 
. .. " (sec also Bo_nfiicksen et al. 1999:444 ). Overall, the extensive fire
scar record in the Southwest is strikingly consistent with modern pat
terns of lightning fire ignition, revealing tew indications of early human 
modification to natural fire-regime patterns of seasonality, frequency, 
intensity, or locality. For example, Stevenson ( 1881) "stated that Indians 
set fire to the timber on the mountain ranges of New Mexico each fall in 
order to drive deer down into the canyons" (in Cooper 1960:138). 
However, this claim is not supported by the abundant fire-scar seasonal
ity data from New Mexico's mountains, as fall fire scars were rarely 
recorded in the pre-1900 period, and the proportion of late-season fire 
scars actually declines in the 1800s relative to preceding centuries (Allen 
1989:91-94; Grissino-Mayer 1995: 199-201 ), likely due to a shifr in 
regional climate (Grissino-Mayer and Swetnam 2000). Indeed, the tire
scar record across the Southwest shows that prehistoric tires generally 
occurred in the same April to July window as modern fires (Baisan and 
Swetnam 1990; Touchan and Swetnam 1995; Swetnam and Baisan 
1996a; Grissino-Mayer and Swetnam 2000; Swetnam et al. 2001). 
Given the suitability of fall conditions for human-ignited burning, the 
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near absence of fall fires in the fire-scar record suggests that aboriginalignitions were unimportant in the Southwest, or that for unknown rea
sons they restricted their burning to the same spring-to-early summer period as natural lightning ignitions. Tree-ring fire reconstructions cannot directly determine the cause of

ignition for recorded fires. So it is possible that prehistoric people set spring fires that spread widely when fuels and climatic conditions
allowed, leaving fire scars and ecological outcomes indistinguishable from the natural lightning fires that otherwise would have occurred.Thus, while the simplest explanation of the available data is that lightning started essentially all extensive prehistoric fires in the uplands of the

Southwest, Indian-set fires could have been substituting for some natu
ral ignitions to varying degrees through time and space without alteringnatural fire regimes. 

Overall, the notion of landscape-scale burning by prehistoric Indiansin the Southwest lacks archaeological and ethnographic support, and theregional network of fire-scar chronologies generally records patterns ofprehistoric fire that are consistent with natural control of fire regimes byclimate and fuels. Although long-term use by large populations of prehistoric Native Americans likely had substantial impacts on pinyon
juniper woodlands and lowland riverine environments in many areas, theavailable evidence indicates that Indians likely had minimal effects on thefire regimes of most upland ecosystems in the Southwest prior to European contact. 

Historic Human Effects on Southwestern Fire Regimes(Since A.D. 1600) 
The character of Southwestern fire reflects the changingcharacter of its human occupation. (Pyne l 995a:294) The region boasts an ideal formula for natural fires. Itsdramatic terrain and well-defined wet-dry cycles, bothannular and secular, have long established-;it as an epicenter for lightning fires. But the real narrative of Southwestfire history belongs to its human firebrands, who have coexisted, if not co-evolved, with the regional biota throughout the Holocene. Different waves of human colonizationhave shaped distinctive fire regimes. (Pyne 1996)

The American Southwest has one of the longest histories of Europeanexploration and settlement of any part of the United States. Prehistoricand historic eras and land uses grade into one another here, with spo-
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radic Spanish exploration from the 1530s onward (e.g., Cabeza de Vaca, 
Coronado, Espejo), culminating in Oiiate's colonizing settlement at the 
foot of the Jemez Mountains in 1598 and the establishment of Santa Fe 
in 1610. For the purposes of this overview, A.D. 1600 will be used to 
mark the approximate divide between the prehistoric and historic eras 
when Euro-Americans began markedly reshaping the Southwest, even 
though their Old World diseases, livestock, and cultures likely started to 
affect the region during the 1500s. Still, large portions of this region 
remained outside Euro-American control (and written documentation) 
until the last half of the nineteenth century, and some prehistoric land 
use patterns persisted among the diverse Indian lifeways of the historic 
Southwest. For example, although the subjugated Puebloan farmers 
were greatly reduced in numbers, concentrated in river valleys, and 
incorporated into the colonial Spanish economy of farming and livestock 
husbandry, they also maintained much of their indigenous culture and 
undoubtedly continued to utilize adjoining upland areas for resource 
procurement (medicinal plants, game) and other traditional uses (Hen
derson and Harrington 1914; Harrington 1916; Robbins et al. 1916; 
Levine and Merlan 1997). At the other extreme, some nomadic peoples 
( e.g., Apaches and Utes) held onto their independence and many aspects 
of their prehistoric hunter-gatherer-raider lifeways through the middle to 
late 1800s, while enhancing their mobility with horses. Navajo hunters 
and farmers developed along a somewhat intermediate path, also main
taining their freedom through mobility and warfare, while adding sheep 
husbandry an,R_raiding to their economies. There was also a blending of 
land use pra('.tices here at the frontier of the Spanish Empire-by trade 
and warfare among these groups, including commerce in captive slaves; 
by Spanish settlement of Europeanized Indians in peripheral genizaro 
communities as buffers against warring tribes; and by intermarriage 
between Euro-Americans and Native Americans (Meinig 1971; deBuys 
1985; Scurlock 1998). The presence of such diverse cultures suggests 
that fire use likely varied markedly through time and space across the his
toric Southwest. 

Given the 400-year duration of the historic period here, it is conceiv
able that intermingled Native American and Euro-American impacts on 
southwestern fire regimes have been going on long enough to appear 
natural to many modern observers. However, assertions of landscape
scale burning by southwestern peoples during the historic era are subject 
to the same criticisms as the prehistoric claims reviewed above. Overall 
these claims arc largely speculative due to the paucity of firm informa
tion on this topic found in archaeological, anthropological, and historic 
sources (with some exceptions reviewed here). Eyewitness accounts of 
broadcast burning by Indians are quite rare in the Southwest (Kaib 
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1998 ). In addition, the regional network of fire-scar chronologies shows 
relatively consistent patterns of pre-1900 fire occurrence through time 

and space, indicating that the fire regimes at most sampled sites were pri
marily driven by natural and synoptic climatic factors rather than by local 
and ephemeral cultural burning practices. However, unique local fire his
tories that differ markedly from regional patterns provide some indica
tions of probable human interactions with southwestern surface fire 

regimes during the historic period. 
As noted above, some southwestern fire-scar chronologies ( e.g., Fig

ure 5.7) hint that human ignitions were raising fire frequencies above 

natural levels during the transition between late prehistoric times and the 

early historic era (Baisan and Swetnam 1997). Interestingly, the abrupt 
end of the higher fire-frequency period at several sites in New Mexico is

roughly coincident with the Pueblo Revolt of 1680 (Baisan and Swet
nam 1997; Figure 5.7). The 1600s were a tumultuous time in New 
Mexico, likely with lots of undocumented Indian use of upland areas 

around the Spanish-dominated valley settlements, perhaps including use 

of fire. On the other hand, the 1600s and 1700s were generally a time 

of relatively high frequency and less well synchronized fires across the 

Southwest, and after ca. 1800 increased synchronization and lower fre
quencies are regionally evident, regardless of local Indian site histories 

(Grissino-Mayer and Swetnam 2000). 
One of the strongest cases for extensive aboriginal burning in the 

Southwest is associated with the use of fire during historic warfare peri
ods by Apachean peoples, or their enemies, in the U.S./Mexico border
lands region. Several recent fire-scar studies document enhanced fire fre
quencies or partially altered fire seasonalities, in concert with weaker 
fire/climate relationships, suggesting anthropogenic ignitions in partic
ular localities frequented by Apaches during documented times of raid
ing and warfare. At Fillmore Canyon in the Organ Mountains, Morino 

(1996) found high fire frequencies and weak correlations with climate 

during the 1700s, a time of known Apache use and warfare in this area. 
Kaye and Swetnam ( 1999) interpret atypical occurrences o{ late-season 

fires, in concert with tree peel scars, as clues of probable Apache war
related fires near Dog Canyon in the Sacramento Mountains during the 

late 1700s, although they note that alternative explanations exist. Seck
lecki et al. ( 1996) suggested that an unusually large proportion of late 

winter or early spring fires, in concert with a high fire frequency during 
the period 1760-1786, may indicate Apache burning in a high-elevation

portion of the Chiricahua Mountains during this brief time oflocal war
fare. Kaib ( 1998) more broai.ily reviews tire histories for several moun
tain ranges in Apacheria along the U.S./Mexico border, finding evi
dence for warfare-related burning in parts of the Chiricahua Mountains 
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during two historical warfare periods (1748-1790 and 1831-1886).

Kaib (1998) also found indications of Apache burning from the Animas 

Mountains and Sierra de los Ajos during the later warfare period 

(1831-1886). Kaib (1998:145) concludes: "Common and indiscrimi

nate burning practices that influenced extensive areas were associated

with documented raiding and wartime periods." 

Although burning related to warfare between historic Apaches and

their enemies has apparently left a fire history signal in some localities,

the regional · fire-scar record indicates that such burning had limited

overall effect on southwestern fire regimes. Evidence of warfare fire use

cited above is constrained to a narrow set of particular times and places. 

The anthropogenic signal noted at some fire history sites is often lacking

from adjoining sites within the same mountain range, indicative of the 

restricted geographic scope of the possible human burning. The fire-scar 

and documentary evidences are primarily linked to brief periods of his

toric conflict between the Apaches and European settlers, both relative

newcomers to the Southwest. 

The most vigorous and best documented claims for widespread abo-

riginal use of fire in the Southwest are related to various Apache groups 

in the historic period: "The Apaches worked to create and perpetuate a

grassland environment ... . The uses of broadcast fire by the Apaches

were those typical of grassland tribes" (Pyne 1997:519). While there is

more evidence of Apache burning practices than for other regional 

Indian cultures (Hough 1926; Kaib 1998; Kaye and Swetnam 1999;

Swetnam et al. 2001 ), assertions of widespread ("broadcast") fire use are 

weakly supported ov�fall. The extent of warfare burning was limited to

particular times and places, and there is little tangible support for the

idea that Apaches or other historic southwestern Indians burned at land

scape scales for hunting purposes (as reviewed in the prehistory section 

above). Kaib believes that the Chiricahua Apaches applied controlled

fires on fine scales, particularly for hunting small game in localized grass

land settings (Kaib 1998 and personal communication). However, 

Overall, the documentary and ethnoecological evidence 

suggests that neither widespread nor local burning prac

tices .were used to promote forest or grassland 

resources. . . . Non-warfare burning practices were also 

more likely controlled spatially and limited in use because 

of (a) enemy detection, (b) inherent problems with fire

control, ( c) threats to life and property. And ( d) because 

increasing fire frequencies beyond the normal fire regimes

would probably have been detrimental to the majority of

important ethnobotanical resources including fuelwood-

(Kaib 1998: 144-145)
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Historic Euro-Americans and Fire 

How did historic Euro-Americans influence southwestern fire regimes? 
The best evidence for ecologically significant enhanced ignition rates 

comes from the period of initial Anglo-American rule during the last half 
of the 1800s, a time of Euro-American-set conflagrations elsewhere in 
the United States (e.g., Veblen and Lorenz 1991:25; Agee 199 3; Pyne 

1997). Some historical evidence suggests that large even-aged forests of 
aspen, mixed conifer, and spruce-fir may have regenerated after crown 
fires dating to this period throughout the southern Rocky Mountains 

and farther into the Southwest (Personal Communication, W. de Buys). 
Anglo settlement and exploitation of the Southwest in the last half of the 

1800s likely contributed to higher frequencies of large stand-replacing 
fires in high-elevation mixed-conifer and spruce-fir forests, where the 

availability of ignitions during brief dry periods may have been a limiting 
factor (Box 5.2). However, fire history and age structure studies in aspen 
and spruce-fir forests by Romme et al. ( 1996, 1999a, 1999b) do not 
show anomalously high rates of disturbance for this period in the San 
Juan Mountains of southwestern Colorado, and Baker (in review) has 
found frequent lightning ignitions (but infrequent weather-controlled 
fire spread) in Rocky Mountain spruce-fir forests farther north. 

In an odd twist, Kay ( 1997) broadly asserts that western aspen is 

"doomed "  due to the European suppression of earlier fire regimes that 
he attributes to Indians ("The very presence of aspen, for instance, indi
cates that aboriginal burning was once widespread .... Unlike lightning 
fires, which tend to be infrequent, high-intensity infernos, native burn
ing produced a higher frequency of lower-intensity fires."). However, 
Kay's paradigm is historically and ecologically incorrect in the South
west, where lightning ignitions are frequent and aspen stands generally 
develop by resprouting from clonal rootstocks after high-intensity crown 
fires free them from the competition of more shade-tolerant conifers. 

The apparent pulse of careless burning by early Euro-Americans in 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries nptwithstanding, there 

appears to have been a substantial bias among Arlglo observers at that 

time toward a belief in human ignition as the primary cause of fire in the 

western United States, including the Southwest (Box 5.3). Fire was gen
erally considered to be an unnatural agent of destruction that wasted 
timber resources, degraded the ability of forests to regenerate and pro
tect essential watersheds, and threatened the ability of foresters LO exert 
management control over the newly created forest reserves. Human
caused fires were considered preventable, and pressure was building to 

protect forests from purposeful underburning as well as wildfire confla
grations. Perhaps the late-1800s prejudice that Indians set many fires 
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BOX 5.2. John Wesley Powell (1890:919) provides a confes

sional description of a Colorado crow n  fire in a plea to pro

tect western forests from human-set burns . 

"More than two decades ago I was camped in a forest of the Rocky

Mountains. The night was arched with the gloom of snow-cloud: so

I kindled a fire at the trunk of a great pine, and in the chill of the 

evening gazed at its welcome flame. Soon I saw it mount, climbing

the trunk, crawling out along the branches, igniting the rough bark,

kindling the cones, and setting fire to the needles, until in a few min

utes the great forest pine was all one pyramid of flame, which illu

mined a temple in the wilderness domed by a starless night. Sparks 

and flakes of fire were borne by the wind to other trees, and the for

est was ablaze. On it spread, and the lingering storm came not to 

extinguish it. Gradually the crackling and roaring of the fire became 

terrific. Limbs fell with a crash, trees tottered and were thrown pros

trate; the noise of falling timber was echoed from rocks and clifts; and

here, there everywhere, rolling clouds of smoke were starred with 

burning cinders. On it swept for miles and scores of miles, from day

to day, until more timber was destroyed than has been used by the 

people of Colorado for the last ten years. 

"I have witnessed more than a dozen fires in Colorado, each one 

of which was like that described. Compared with the trees destroyed

by fire, those used by man sink into insignificance. Some years ago I

mapped the forests of Utah, and found that about one-half had been

J;c· 

thus consumed since the occupation of the country by civilized man.

So the fires rage, now here now there, throughout the Rocky Moun

tains and through the Sierras and the Cascades. They are so freqvent 

and of such vast proportions that the surveyors of the land who

extend the system of triangulation over the mountains often find

their work impeded or wholly obstructed -by clouds of smoke . A haze

of gloom envelops the mountain land and conceals from the eye 

every distant feature. Through it the rays of the sun can scarcely pen

etrate, and its dull red orb is powerless to illumine the landscape." 

was also related to a "Manifest Destiny" mind-set that sought to justify

removing some tribes from their native forest lands. These biases

aftccted even many of the most perceptive ;md knowkdgcabk obscrvas

of the time (Box 5.4), from utilitarian conservationist Gifford Pinchot to 

the aesthetic-minded preservationist John Muir (Pyne 1997). 

Sheep grazing was one of the economic mainstays of the historic

Southwest (Denevan 1967; Baxter 1987). During the long period of



BOX 5.3. Selected historical references on fire causation in the 
western United States (emphasis added to first quote). 

l.a2Z: "Fires are particularly destructive to the forests of western 

North America .... Fires in western forests are started by careless or 
ignorant hunters and campers, who often leave their camp fires burn
ing or, in utter wantonness, ignite coniferous trees to enjoy the 

excitement of the conflagration. They can be occasionally traced to 
the effects of lightning, which locally is held responsible for 
many forest .fires, although in reality fires set in this way are very 
rare, as lightning is usually accompanied or followed by copious 

rains, which extinguish them before they can gain headway; and very 
rarely they are produced by the rubbing together of adjacent 
trees swayed by the wind. The right of way of every railroad cross
ing the Rocky Mountains and the ocher interior ranges of the conti
nent is marked by broad zones of devastation due to fires which have 
started from the camps of construction gangs or the sparks of loco
motives; and thousands of acres of timber are destroyed annually by 
the spread of fires lighted by settlers to clear their farms. 

"Prospectors in search of valuable minerals frequently set fires in 

wooded regions to uncover the rocks and facilitate their operations; 
and the shepherds who drive their flocks to pasture during the summer 
months in the mountain forests ... make fires in the autumn to clear 
the ground and improve the growth of forage plants the following year. 

" ... Such conflagrations have occurred in the West since it was set
tled, and they will always menace the prosperity of that part of the 
country." (National Academy of Sciences 1897:44 ) 
182B.: "It has often been claimed that many forest fires are due to 

lightning. Little credence was at first given to this .... It is possible 
· that lightning fires may be much more frequent in the Cascades than 

has been supposed, and the subject is certainly one worthy of further
investigation." (Coville 1898:32, 33, Cascade Forest Reserve, Ore.)
12ill!: "The origin of the oldest fires is unknown. They are not even 

accredited, as in the White River region, to the Ute Indians ....
While the general belief among settlers that most fi�s are due to care
less campers is true in the main, there are also other agencies. The 

extensive coal mining carried on at various points in and near the
reserve, with the constantly burning 'slag piles,' can not fail to be a 

prolific source of ignition .... Sheep men are charged with starting
fires to improve the pasture. Hunters, cattlemen, sheep herders,
sawmill operators, logging crews, ranchmen, settlers, and transient 

travelers are the people responsible for fires originating in the reserve.
Doubtless some are blameless, while others are guilty of neglecting
camp fires .... Circumstantial evidence, at least, points to these par-
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ties as the , most likely perpetrators, as recent fires of greater or lesser 

extent were found in close connection with their work. It is reason

able, therefore, to conclude that the greatest danger from fire lies in 

the presence of these people." (Sudworth 1900:228-231, Battlement

Mesa Forest Reserve, Colo. [today's Grand Mesa National Forest]) 

1900: "Of all the reserves established by the federal government,

the three under consideration have probably been the most damaged 

by fire .... Probably at least 75 per cent of the total area of the 

reserves clearly shows damage by fire, much of it within the last half

century or since the advent of white settlers in the region." (Jackson 

1900:43, 44, Pike's Peak, Plum Creek, and South Platte Forest

Reserves, Colo. [ today's Pike National Forest 1) 

1900: "It (the large fire) was said to have originated from the burn

ing of a heap of brush by one of the early settlers; but other infor

mation placed the responsibility for the fire upon the Indians, who 

probably are charged with more than their share of such occur

rences." (Jackson 1900:97, South Platte Forest Reserve, Colo.

[ today's Pike National Forest]) 

1900: "Several cases of fires started by lightning were reported."

(Jackson 1900:77, Plum Creek Forest Reserve, Colo. [today's Pike

National Forest}) 

1900: "The early fires which devastated a great part of the forest land

are said to have taken place when the country was first explored,

about half a century ago; and it is claimed that they were started by 

Indians, who thus attempted to drive out the game before them

when they were compelled to leave this region for more distant 

reserves." (J.fckson 1900:69, Pike's Peak Forest Reserve, Colo.

[today's Pike National Forest)) 

}900: "The fires which burned during Indian occupancy and soon ·

after the arrival of the present settlers in the region were far more 

widespread and destructive than those of recent years .... 

"The origin of fires in recent years may, in part, be ascribed to care

lessness of sheep herders, in part to sparks from the engines on the

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad. The region is not go<xi 

hunting or camping ground and fi:w fires originate from the camps 

of hunting parties. But by far the larger number of fires are due to

lightning strokes, and this cause has, of course, always operated. Elec

tric storms are very numerous in this region during July and

August .... While most of the thunder showers are accompanied by

rain, some are not and when a tree is struck by lightning during a 

storm of this sort, a fire of more or less se_verity is sure to follow."

(Leiberg et al. 1904:266-268, San Francisco Mountains Forest 

Reserve, Ariz. [ today's Coconino National Forest1) 
continues 
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BOX S.3. Continued

1.21.Q: "It is probably unjust, however, to attribute all the fires toman. During two summers' work nearly a dozen fires were noted which were due to lightning." (Clements 1910:8, Estes Park, Colo.).12U: "That lightning is one of the chief causes of forest fires is nowan established fact. Careful observations on the National Forests haveshown that there it ranks second only to sparks from locomotives asa source of conflagration .... Lightning may bring about a forest fireby igniting the tree itself, or the humus at its base. Most forest firescaused by lightning probably start in the humus." (Plummer1912b:5, 36) 
l211: "In order of their importance, the following are the chiefknown causes of fires on the National Forests: ([R])ailroads; lightning; campers; brush burning; incendiary; sawmills. Lightning is responsible for about 17.5 per cent of the fires." (Plummer 1912a:9).1,25li: "Almost all of the forests of California, Oregon, and Washington have indicators, either in the scars on living trees or in the subclimax nature of the types of trees, showing that fires set by Indianshave frequently run through them. "Many foresters and plant ecologists have been reluctant to attribute to the aborigines the amount of vegetation burning evident fromthe record in the trees. They seem to prefer a natural cause, lightning,rather than human cause for such widespread conflagrations .... In afew sections of the mountains, lightning starts dozens of fires eachyear, but over the major part of the west fires started by lightning areunknown. Thus, there are millions of acres of forest, brushland, and grassland on which Indian fires were the factor determining whatkind of vegetation survived or dominated." ( Stewart 1955:6) .l2.ZB.: "Lightning is the leading cause of fires in southwestern forests.On all protected private, state and federal lands in Arizona and NewMexico, nearly 80 percent of the forest, brush and range fires areignited by lightning. The Southwestern region leads �II other regionsof the United States both in total number of lightning fires and in thearea burned by these fires. Lightning fires are an important factor inthe management of wildland resources in all of the western UnitedStates .... These fires are a natural element in wildland ecosystems." (Barrows 1978:1) 
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BOX 5.4. Historic views of fire in the Southwest by the U.S. 
Bureau of giological Survey. 

Vernon Bailey of the U.S. Bureau of Biological Survey spent major por
tions of at least nine field seasons between 1889 and 1908 conducting 
biological inventories in the Southwest, including efforts to syntheti
cally describe these landscapes in the life-zone system developed by C. 
H. Merriam (1890). Bailey noticed the obvious signs of past fire occur
rence in many southwestern landscapes, and he consistently attributed
these to human causes, particularly to efforts to burn off forests to cre
ate better pastures during this era of peak livestock grazing intensities.
In 1903, Bailey described extensive evidence of fire in the high eleva
tion forests of today's Pecos Wilderness in the Sangre de Cristo Moun
tains, which he linked to the influence of people: "The forest (now
included in the Pecos River Forest Reservation) has been sadly thinned
by burning, fully three fourths of it having been burned over and a
large part of the coniferous forest replaced by poplars [ asprn] or kept
open by repeated burning for grazing land" (Bailey 1903).

In 1904 Bailey spent over two weeks reconnoitering the "Gallinas 
Mountains" (actually, the northwest portion of the Jemez Mountains, 
including the San Pedro Parks plateau), noting: "Canadian Zone cov
ers the tops and upper slopes of the mountains and is marked by both 
dense forests and extensive grassy parks. Its timber . . . has been 
burned over as far as possible & replaced to a great extent by Populus 
tremuloides." (Bailey 1904a). On this trip Bailey provided a classic 
description of widespread fire-structured ponderosa pine forests: 
"Transition Zone is the most extensive in the mountains and includes 
the most extensive and perfect yellow pine (Pinus ponderosa) fixest 
that I have ever setn. It covers the broad basal slopes of the range from 
8,000 to 9,700Teet on S.W. slopes or 7,000 to 9,000 on N.E. slopes 
and is generally an open park like forest ,vith well spaced trees and 
clean grama turf beneath. The trees are large and symmetrical, often 5 
feet in diameter and 80 to 100 feet high with beautifully smooth 
trunks .... Fire has left little havoc in this open forest" (Bailey 1904a). 

Yet Bailey's field notes for this same expedition show that he viewed 
fire to be a relatively recent anthropogenic intrusion rather than a long
term natural disturbance process in these mountain forests: "The tim
ber has been burnt off as far as possible, but fortunately the yellow 
pines stand burning pretty well and have not been injured much while 
much of the higher spruce forest will not burn. This leaves much of the 
forest in good condition" (Bailey 1904b). ln contrast, dendrochrono
logical fire histories developed in the past decade from this northern 
portion of the Jemez Mountains provide evidence of frequent surface 
fires extending back into the late 1400s at Mesita de! Canoncito Seco, 
into the mid-1500s at three other sites, and back to ca. A.D. 1600 at 
four additional sites (Touchan et al. 1996 ). These early fires precede the 
Spanish colonization and introduction of livestock into this region, and 

thus were not set by people to create grazing lands. 
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Spanish and Mexican rule there is very little documentation of fire use,although burning to improve pasturage for livestock seems likely givenSpanish traditions (Pyne 1997:137). By 1890 there were more than 5million sheep in New Mexico alone (Wooton 1908); shepherds, likeIndians, clearly became another favorite target of the late 1800s "establishment," which accused them of causing many uncontrolled resourceand social problems, including setting destructive fires (National Academy of Sciences 1897). Third-generation shepherd Leandro Salazarrecalled his father telling of fires set by shepherds to enlarge pastures inthe northeastern Jemez Mountains in the late 1800s-fires that createdmeadows still present today (Allen 1984:131-132). But since one mightexpect shepherds to burn in fall as they retreated from the mountainstoward the valleys, to improve next year's grazing without damage to thecurrent year's potential, the absence of fall fires in fire-scar chronologiesfrom the Jemez Mountains (including from near the area described bySalazar) fails to support claims of shepherd ignitio�s. However, perhapsefforts to convert southwestern forests into grass would have beenfocused on the natural spring burning window, when higher fire intensities can occur. 
If shepherd burning had been important, pressure on the sheepindustry to improve its image and the imposition of severe penaltiesagainst even accidental ignition of wildland fires must have reduced thefrequency of human-set fires by ca. 1900 (Allen 1984:130-132). Consider this report by Coville (1898:34, 36), who was sent to inspect forshepherd impacts in the Cascade Forest Reserve in Oregon:

It has been alleged that sheep herders systematically set fireto the forest in order to burn off the timber so that agrowth of weeds and grass will spring up to furnish grazing in succeeding years .... It is clear that the extent of thepractice among sheepmen of systematically setting forestfires has been overestimated. It is interesting to note thatduring the progress of the season's investigation, while nofires were found that could be traced by positive evidenceto sheepmcn, camp tires were seen abandoned by travelers,by campers and by Indians, fires set by road builders andby lightning, and fires set for the purpose of creatingsmudges. 
Similarly, there is no evidence that shepherds were more important thanmany other human causes of fire in the historic Southwest. Indeed, dendrochronological tire histories show precipitous declines in fire frequencies concurrent with the introduction of extensive sheep herds-not an increase. Although early fire suppression records on the Santa Fe
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National Fore;t (1910-1920) occasionally noted "goatherders" and 
"brushburning" as causes of fire, Leandro Salazar told me that shepherds 
certainly no longer set fires by 1922, when he began herding sheep in 
the Jemez Mountains (Allen 1984:131). 

Associated with the late-1800s emphasis on the human role in setting 
destructive fires (cf. Agee 1993) was the downplaying of a natural role 
for lightning ignitions (Box 5.4). Although many people knew that 
lightning started fires, they did not recognize the commonness of light
ning ignitions. The turn-of-the-twentieth-century references that are 
cited today as evidence for the importance of human ignitions in south
western fire regimes are tainted by the prevailing bias that people started 
almost all fires. However, evidence regarding the importance of light
ning-caused fires was eventually assembled, especially after the establish
ment of the U.S. Forest Service (in 1905), which quickly developed a 
firefighting organization that systematically collected data on fire causes 
(Plummer 1912a, 19126). Improvements in fire-detection methodolo
gies during the 1930s and 1940s ( Swetnam 1990) also increased the 
incidence of reported lightning fires by picking up many small lightning
strike ignitions in remote locations. Eventually, over the course of several 
decades, the discussion of fire as a natural disturbance process in the 
Southwest began to emerge above the insistent utilitarian mantra of uni

versal fire control (Leopold 1937; Weaver 1951; Pyne 1997). The evo
lution of perspectives on fire causation, from emphasis on human igni
tions to recognition of lighrning as a dominant source, is evident from a 
review of written accounts through time (Box 5.4). It is now apparent 
that lightning is thlfeading cause of fires throughout the West, igniting 
more than 64 percent of all recorded fires ( an average of 6,253 lightning 
fires per year) in western national forests from 1960 to 1975 (Barrows-
1978:5). 

The relative importance of lightning fires in the pre-1900 Southwest 
is further confirmed by the observation that surface fire frequencies in 
ponderosa pine and many mixed-conifer forests generally declined some
what by ca. 1840 (Grissino-Mayer and Swetnam 2000), decades before 
the onset of suppression, despite the turn-of-the-nineteenth-century 
perception that Anglo ignitions were the main cause of fires after ca. 
1850. This suggests that Euro-American ignitions were insignificant rel
ative to background levels of lightning-ignited surface fires in these 
ecosystems even during this "Wild West" period of fire use. 

further, cessation of spreading surface fires occurred at most south
western fire-scar sites between ca. 1880 and 1900 ( Swetnam ct al. 
1999), despite continued Euro-American fire sources and a general lack 
of organized suppression activities until ca. 1910 (Pyne 1997). Indeed, 
the greatest impacts of historic people on southwestern fire patterns have 
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involved suppression rather than ignition of fires. The region-wide col
lapse of surface-fire regimes by ca. 1900 (e.g., Figures 5.6 and 5.7) is 

closely linked to major reductions in fuel quantities and continuities due 
to intense overgrazing and trailing effects by livestock, especially sheep 
in the mountains. Livestock numbers soared in the uplands of the South
west with the pacification of the mobile raiding tribes (Apache, Navajo, 
and Ute) and the entry ofrailroads into the region by ca. 1880. The fire
suppressing effects of overgrazing were well recognized by some con
temporary observers (Leopold 1924)-consider this description by 
Powell (1890): 

There is a practical method by which the forests can be pre
served. All of the forest areas that are not dense have some 
value for pasturage purposes. Grasses grow well in the open 

grounds, and to some extent among the trees. If herds and 
flocks crop these grasses, and trample the leaves and cones 

into the ground, and make many trails through the woods, 
they destroy the conditions most favorable to the spread of 
fire. 

Early interruptions in fire regimes, likely due to localized livestock 
grazing by Indians or Hispanics, are evident in some fire-scar chronolo
gies from the Chuska Mountains ( Savage and Swetnam 1990; Savage 
1991) and the Sandia and Manzano Mountains (Baisan and Swetnam 
1997). Fire-scar histories from the northern Je�ez area (Figure 5.5) 
tend to show early gaps or interruptions in fire regimes that follow an 
initial period of highest fire frequency (Figure 5.7). Grazing by Navajo 

and Puebloan peoples likely occurred at these sites, which include Con
tinental Divide and Cerro Pedernal (Touchan et al. 1995, 1996 ), and 
Mesa Prieta along an old "Navajo Trail" (Figure 5.7; Allen and Riser, 
unpublished datl). Some Indians adopted sheep husbandry early on 

(Puebloans in the 1600s and Navajo by ca. 1700 [Bailey 1980; Baxter 
1987:13, 25])-the Puebloans even kept sheep through the Pueblo 
Revolt of 1680-1696 when many other aspects of Spanish culture were 
violently rejected (e.g., "During the April 1694 b�tle for the heights 
above Cochiti, Spanish forces captured nine hundred sheep" [Baxter 

1987:13]). Old Spanish documents record non-Navajo sheep/goat 
numbers in New Mexico of 112,000 in 1757, with 58 percent of those 
owned by Pueblo and Hopi Indians (Baxter 1987:42), and at least local
ized overgrazing of ranges noted in the 1730s and 1810s (Baxter 
1987 :24, 92 ). As a result, it is hard to confidently attribute grazing sup
pression effects in tire-scar chronologies to Indian, Hispanic, or even 

later Anglo cultures without firm knowledge of local land use histories . 
By the 1880s millions of sheep and cattle grazed across the Southwest 
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(Wooton 1908; Bogan et al. 1998; Frederickson et al. 1998), and sur-

face fire regimes collapsed in most places ( Swetnam et al. 1999). In the 

Jemez Mountains area, spreading surface fires cease earliest near the

encircling river valleys and latest in the most interior portions (Allen,

unpublished data), consistent with the spread of livestock from valley

settlements up into more remote and dangerous uplands. Fire cessation 

dates at particular sites correspond to the local initiation of intense live

stock grazing, not to the cessation of human ignitions associated with

local declines in Indian activities. For example, fire activity (and thus 

ignitions) continued for decades in many mountain ranges of the

U.S./Mexico borderlands region after Apache removals, with subse

quent declines associated with either overgrazing impacts on fine fuels or
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the start of active fire suppression (Swetnam ct al. 2001). In contrast,

relatively natural fire regimes persisted in the tew areas of the Southwest 

where heavy livestock grazing and active fire suppression were excluded

by topography or land use history, such as forested kipuka islands amidst 

forbidding lava-flow seas at El Malpais National Monument (Grissino

Mayer 1995 ), an inaccessible butte summit at Zion National Park

(Madany and West 1983), isolated plateaus in the Grand Canyon (Fule

et al. 2000), portions of the rugged and remote Animas Mountains of

the New Mexico bootheel (Swetnam et al. 2001 ), and the Sierra de los 

Ajos and other isolated mountains in northern Mexico (Swetnam et al.

2001 ). These unique local situations show that natural lightning igni

tions can sustain surface fire regimes even where human ignitions have

been inconsequential, particularly where Indians and their potential fire-
.£:

sticks are long gone . 
Inadvertent disruption of fire regimes by livestock graded into active

fire suppression across the American Southwest in the early 1900s ( Pyne

1997), with suppression methods becoming increasingly effective

through ca. 1950 (Swetnam 1990). The resultant fuel buildups have

promoted increased numbers of large and intense fires (Swetnam and

Betancourt 1998), while the negative ecological effects oflong-term fire

suppression h;we become ever more apparent across the Southwest

(Weaver 1951; Cooper 1960; Covington and Moore 1994; Bogan et al.

1998). In recent decades a consensus has emerged among kderal wild

land managers that the strategy of suppressing all fires has become coun

terproductive and that "wildland fire use" has many benefits 

(USDI/USDA 1995). Powell would likely grant himself a smile at the

current popularity of prescribed burning, taking it as confirmation of his 

once maverick position in support of "Pauite forestry" (Powell 1890;

Pyne 1997). However, vigorous debate persists over the notion that fire

can be used to restore more natural conditions in wilderness areas (Pyne 

1995b; Swetnam et al. 1999). 
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Conclusion: How Important Was Native AmericanBurning in Shaping the Upland Ecosystems of theSouthwest? 

How can anyone dismiss anthropogenic fire as inconsequential or indistinguishable from lightning fire? Biotas areadapted not just to fire but to fire regimes, and all theregimes of Holocene America have emerged within thecontext of anthropogenic burning or that negotiatedmatrix between lightning and humans .... Together lightning and people made the elastic matrix that defined thefire regime. (Pyne 1995b:16, 21)
It is unnecessary in most cases to invoke human-set fires asan explanation or cause of fire regime patterns in theSouthwest. We contend that, even if humans had nevercrossed the land bridge from Asia to North America, historical fire regimes in most Southwestern forests would stillhave been similar in most respects to the fire regimes thatwe have documented. (Swetnam and Baisan 1996a:29)

It is possible to believe and appreciate the eloquent scholarship of Sauer(1975), Stewart (1956), and Pyne (1995a) regarding aboriginal modification of many landscapes through fire use without accepting the premise that all landscapes are artifacts of ancient human burning practices.Indeed, it is appropriate to "dismiss anthropogenic fire as inconsequential or indistinguishable from lightning fire" in most times and places inthe uplands of the American Southwest. Multiple lines of evidence fromthis region overwhelmingly suggest that in A.D. 1850, as in A.D. 1580,most mountain landscapes were "natural" and "wild" with regard to fireregimes and associated vegetation patterns. Evidence of landscape-scalefire use by aboriginal people in the Southwest is scanty to nonexistent,and most assertions of aboriginal burning are based upon anecdotalaccounts or sources subject to substantial historical bias. The high levelsof lightning-ignited fire observed today in the Sou}hwest are easily sufficient to generate the frequent return intervals indicated for many forest types by the fire-scar record, given pre-1900 landscapes where fireswould have spread widely in dry years through continuous and quickregenerating fine foels in the absence of active human suppression and artificial fuelbreaks. The strong consistencies between the multicentury fire-scar record of prehistoric fire regimes and modern observations oflightning-caused wildfire activity suggest that pre-1900 fire regimes canlargely, if not wholly, be attributed to natural factors. Since ignitions aregenerally not a limiting factor in this region, the factors of climate and
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fuels are magnified as the primary drivers of southwestern fire regimes
it is unnecessary to invoke human agency. Mid-elevation wild lands in 
the Southwest naturally included frequent fires, regardless of human 
burning practices. 

Proponents ofaboriginal modification of North America through fire 
use are generally well aware of the age-old importance of lightning fires 
in the American Southwest: "It is more difficult to interpret fire in the 
Southwest, where lightning, not humans, normally supplies ignition" 
(Pyne 1995a:295 ). Yet some would cast a humanistic perspective across 
the entire continent, transposing a global view of the dominance ofland
scape-scale aboriginal burning to the Southwest, despite much contr.1ry 
evidence and only meager support from a few historic documents about 
localized fire use. 

Still, anthropogenic effects on fire regimes are discernable in particu
lar times and places in the southwestern uplands. Human-set fires likely 
enhanced natural fire frequencies in local areas over the already high lev
els initiated by lightning. Yet, even during these limited time periods 
only a few localities show irregularities consistent with possible anthro
pogenic enhancement of fire frequencies, such as periods with unusually 
high fire frequencies, less within-stand synchrony of fire dates, weaker 
fire-climate relationships, aberrant patterns of fire seasonality, or drastic 
changes in fire regime through time. As summarized by Swetnam et al. 
(2001) for the Apacheria Borderlands situation: "quantitative fire history 
studies in the region ... all conclude that, if Apaches or Europeans influ
enced pre-1900 .J}re regime patterns, these influences were probably very 
time and place- specific, and not generalizable across broader temporal 
and spatial scales." Native American burning practices, by Apaches or 
other Indians, had little regional effect on pre-1900 fire regimes in the 
Southwest. Overall, the most profound anthropogenic effects on south
western fire regimes are the pervasive but relatively modern impacts of 
fire suppression. 

Of course, it is possible that prehistoric Native Americans used fire 
widely in the Southwest, but little evidence has survived to our current 
day due to the "fading record" problem (Swetnam ct al. 1999). This 
presumption has likely contributed to the casually documented claims 
about the essential role of aboriginal burning in the Southwest and else
where (e.g., Bonnicksen et al. 1999:443; Krech 1999:113; Bonnicksen 
2000:355; Pyne 2000; Williams 2000). Yet even ifwe assume that sub
stantial, undocumented aboriginal fire use occurred, the potential eco
logical effects of prehistoric Indian burning iii the Southwest arc greatly 
diminished by the intrinsic natural background of frequent lightning 
fires. 

The role of people in southwestern fire regimes relates to a larger 
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question: Were the pre-European landscapes of the Southwest in the 
1500s pristine wildernesses or humanized culturescapes? The relative 
effects of people upon wild nature in the Southwest were contingent 
upon the particulars of time and place and culture, with spatial gradients 
of impacts associated with the varying intensities of human occupation 
and use. For example, the extensive portions of the Pajarito Plateau on 
the eastern flank of the Jemez Mountains that sustained large Anasazi 
populations into the mid-1500s are likely still in recovery from prehis
toric land uses that cleared mesatops for agriculture and consumed large 
quantities of wood, suggested by the modern lack of old-growth pinyon
juniper woodland in the area. In general, prehistoric aboriginal impacts 
in the Southwest were greater at lower elevations, in woodland and val
ley settings where many people lived year-round (and where a den
drochronological record of human land uses is usually poorly preserved 
due to centuries of human wood use). Still, despite a variety of early 
human land uses, most mountains in the Southwest retained a domi
nantly wilderness character until the advent of Anglo-American exploita
tion in the late nineteenth century, as evidenced by the persistence of 
natural fire regimes until this time. 

While available evidence asserts the long-term primacy of lightning
ignited fires, we will never know for certain the varied roles of aborigi
nal Americans in the fire regimes of the prehistoric Southwest. However, 
precise determination of Indian burning effects is unnecessary to justify 
wildland fire programs in this region, for we can be sure that "lots of 
lightning" and frequent fire naturally characterize the mesas and moun
tains of the Southwest, even in the absence of burning by "plenty of 
people." 
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